
 

International School on In Silico Trials 
 
Dates:    7-9 September 2020 
Location:   Bologna, facilities of UNIBO – precise location to be defined 
Event Secretariat:  Roberta De Michele roberta.demichele2@unibo.it 
Registration: http://bit.ly/iswschool 
 

SCOPE 
Until 2016 the development and validation of computer models to predict the progression of a disease, or the 
changes to such progression due to a specific treatment, were only of academic interest. This is because until 
then, for the purpose of regulatory approval, an evidence of safety or efficacy of a new medical product was 
acceptable only if it had been obtained experimentally, either in vitro (e.g. with tests on cell cultures), or in 
vivo (with animal experimentation or with clinical trials on humans). 
But in the last three years the two main regulatory agencies, the United States Food and Drugs 
Administration (FDA), and the European Medicine Agency (EMA) have, in principle, deemed admissible a 
third way to produce such evidence: through in silico simulations, i.e. using computer models.   
If we look how the use of modelling and simulation have revolutionised safety testing in industrial sectors, it 
is easy to predict that this will be a disruptive change. Specifically, it could affect the entire business model 
of the medical products industrial sector, which until now has been driven by a “high-fixed, low-marginal” 
cost model, dominated the huge direct and capital costs of product development and regulatory assessment.  
Despite this, the rate of adoption of the technology of In Silico Trials is still very low. There are a number of 
barriers to adoption, but one that we consider very important is cultural. A large majority of professionals 
and executives working in medical industries, Contract Research Organisations (CROs), research hospitals, 
and regulatory agencies were not trained on the use of the emerging technologies. Many of them have a 
medical, biological or pharmacological background, and thus find an approach heavily based on physics, 
mathematics and computer science completely alien. 
The goal of this international school is to provide to all these stakeholders an executive perspective on In 
Silico Trials through a three-day intensive school taught by some of the top specialists in the world. 
 

PROGRAMME 
The structure of the school is organised as a SWOT analysis. After an introduction from the Chair of the 
International School, Prof Viceconti, four experts will evaluate strength and weaknesses of the four most 
popular classes of modelling methods, followed by a reflection on how high-performance computing can 
change. Then, six specialists will provide an overview of the opportunities that in silico trials technologies 
offer in some of the most important classes of disease.  Last, the threats posed by the complex regulatory 
landscape will be analysed. In a final lecture, threats and opportunities are balanced in a vision of the 
possible futures of biomedical industry in the age of in silico trials.  
 
This is the detailed program of the lectures: 
 
Date Start End Lecturer Topic 
07/09/2020 13:00 14:00 Marco Viceconti What is a model? Introduction to In Silico Medicine 



07/09/2020 14:00 15:00 Pinaki Bhattacharya Biophysics models: FEM and CFD 
07/09/2020 15:00 16:00 Francesco Pappalardo Agent-based models 
07/09/2020 16:00 17:00 Miguel Juarez Bayesian and grey-box models 
07/09/2020 17:00 18:00 Michela Milano Machine learning models 
07/09/2020 18:00 19:00 Mariano Vázquez  High performance Computing for in silico medicine 
08/09/2020 09:00 10:30 Francesco Migliavacca Cardiovascular applications 
08/09/2020 10:30 12:00 Lorenzo Chiari Neuromuscular applications 
08/09/2020 12:00 13:30 Francesco Pappalardo Infection disease applications 
08/09/2020 14:00 15:30 Enrico Dall'Ara In Silico Alternatives to Animal experimentation 
08/09/2020 15:30 17:00 Liesbet Geris Tissue Engineering applications 
08/09/2020 17:00 18:30 Dawn Walker Oncological applications 
09/09/2020 09:00 11:00 Francesco Pappalardo The regulatory context 
09/09/2020 11:00 13:00 Marco Viceconti Visions of the future: threats and opportunities 
 
Brief description of the lectures: 
 
07/09/2020 13:00-14:00 What is a model? Introduction to In Silico Medicine 
In Silico Medicine (the use of modelling and simulation in the support the clinical decision about individual 
patients) and in silico trials (the use of modelling and simulation in the assessment of new medical products) 
have the potential to revolutionise healthcare.  The promises are enormous, but the risks associated to such 
radical departure from the traditional approaches is also considerable.  In this first lecture we introduce the 
problem by trying to provide a non-technical answer to a fundamental question: what is a model?  We will 
also ask each participant to do a quick SWOT analysis on the use of in silico trials in their company, based 
on the little or a lot they already know about these new methodologies.  This will be revised the last day. 
 
07/09/2020 14:00-15:00 Biophysics models: FEM and CFD 
One of the classical branches of physics is mechanics, which deals with forces and movement. This talk will 
focus mainly on continuum biomechanical models, which are used to answer specific questions about 
biomedical systems where forces and deformations play an important role in determining a biological or 
medical outcome and the physical properties of the system possess certain mathematically nice features. 
Notwithstanding these conceptual limitations, continuum biomechanical models, in practice, are useful to an 
incredible variety of applications ranging from design of in vitro organoid systems to performance of bone 
implants in vivo. These models are also able to leverage cutting-edge developments occurring in non-
biomedical areas of engineering and the ease of access to well-trained graduates throughout the world 
imparts model development efforts a certain degree of sustainability. The discussion on the technical aspects 
of continuum biomechanical modelling will be distinguish by whether the real system being investigated is a 
solid or fluid (i.e. liquid or gas) phase. This distinction is borrowed from the supra-discipline of physics.  The 
strengths and weaknesses of this dichotomic approach will be discussed: such as availability of industry-
standard software development and support, but limited application in biomedical problems where multiple 
phases co-exist. This will segue into an introductory discussion on other biophysical models such as discrete 
modelling approaches (allowing departures from continuum conditions) and models accounting for thermal, 
acoustic and electromagnetic effects (allowing consideration of variables other than forces and movement). 
 
07/09/2020 15:00-16:00 - Agent-based models 
Agent-based models (ABM for short) are computer models that attempt to capture the behaviour of 
individuals within an environment. Their wide usage in biomedicine environments is because they are more 
intuitive than mathematical or statistical models as they represent objects as individual things in the world. 
The most familiar examples to many people are The SIMs™ or SIMCity™ computer games in which people 
or other entities interact with each other and/or their environment. In biomedicine, ABM can be seen as in 
silico lab where one can capture the understanding of systems and, more fascinating, test “what if” scenarios. 
The lecture will provide a general introduction on what ABMs are and the main applications that involve 



their use. Then a more detailed look at the biomedical applications is provided, with a special attention to 
immune system modelling. 
07/09/2020 16:00-17:00 - Bayesian and grey-box models 
You have been under the weather for a few days, so you visit your GP.  After auscultation, they decide to 
take blood samples to test for TB.  When the test come back, the Doctor tells you “if you had active TB, your 
cytokines IFN-γ levels would be above this level.  Yours are fractionally below the threshold.  This could be 
compatible with you having the disease”.  You may well ask, “I know my levels, you just read them to me, 
what I would like to know is whether I have active TB! 
Classic (frequentist) statistics, provide answers to ill-posed questions like the above, rather than the natural 
“What is the probability of me being ill, given that you observed these symptoms?”, mainly because the 
unknowns (being ill) are treated as fixed quantities, with no probabilistic interpretation.  In stark contrast, a 
Bayesian would assign to any unknown quantity a probability distribution describing her uncertainty “Given 
your IFN-γ levels, you have active TB with probability p”, which is precisely what one would expect to hear. 
One salient advantage of being Bayesian, is the ability to formally learn from different sources of 
information, like expert opinions and past experiments; thus, being capable of updating our uncertainty about 
the event of interest sequentially, as new data become available.  With the aid of current high-performance 
computing, Bayesian analyses in large (imaging, high throughput) datasets can be performed efficiently, 
using off-the-shelf tools. 
In this lecture, we will cover the core of Bayesian learning, and describe some of the most widespread 
models used in clinical trials.  
 
07/09/2020 17:00-18:00 Machine learning models 
Recently there is a lot of hype around the so-called Artificial Intelligence (AI).  When AI methods are used 
to make predictions starting from a large body of observations (data), the specific methods involved fall in 
the class of Machine Learning techniques, because the computer “learns” from past observations how to 
predict events for which no observation is available yet.  In this lecture we critically revise symbolic and 
sub-symbolic machine learning models highlighting the potential each of these methods, but also the risks 
that an improper use can involve. Open research directions will also be described.  
 
07/09/2020 18:00-19:00 High performance Computing for in silico medicine 
In this lecture, we will showcase the power of High-Performance Computing in modelling and simulation for 
in silico medicine. As the difficulty of the problems addressed increases, the efficient use of computational 
resources becomes more and more stringent. Moreover, high performance computer architectures are 
becoming almost a commodity, with high availability for anyone in need. Not only on premises systems, but 
also (and especially) cloud-based systems are pervasive. However, hardware availability does not mean at all 
its efficient use. In order to get the most of it, software must be prepared to use such resources. We will use 
Alya Red, a powerful tool to perform complex simulations on different biomedical domains, as a guiding 
example. We will use applications to cardiology, pneumology, and neurology to explain how high-
performance computing can enable truly advanced levels of simulation, but also ensure an excellent return 
on investment as the use of in silico methods become widespread. 
 
08/09/2020 09:00-10:30 Cardiovascular applications 
This lecture will give an overview of the most common cardiovascular applications adopting the in silico 
medicine. The focus is on the evaluation of the cardiovascular device before its usage in a patient, the 
prediction of the behaviour from different point of views (structural, fluid dynamics, pharmacokinetics, …) 
when implanted in the human body. The hypotheses and simplification to be adopted when tackling this 
application will be discussed through a series of examples. 
The main features to keep into consideration to build a patient-specific in silico model to be use in the 
evaluation of a particular procedure/device implantation are: i) medical images; ii) CAD file or micro CT of 
the medical devices; iii) material properties of the devices and the tissues; iv) boundary conditions or loads. 
This lecture will go through the mentioned steps by means of the following examples: peripheral and 
coronary stents, transcatheter aortic valves, stent retriever for clot removal in an ischemic patient and design 
of different surgical procedure for the treatment of congenital heart diseases.  



 
08/09/2020 10:30-12:00 Neuromuscular applications 
Proper gait and balance, although apparently simple and trivial to reach, is a complex and vital requisite for 
health and quality of life. The motor control system, whose aim is to ensure mobility while maintaining the 
stability of the multiple degrees of freedom of the body, includes several interacting components, namely the 
skeletal, muscular, neural and sensory subsystems. How crucial is to investigate the determinants of 
locomotion, balance disorders, or proneness to falls and how they relate to the integrity of such subsystems 
and their interconnections? And to what extent this task is facilitated by using a modelling approach? In this 
lecture, we will explore with participants the potential role of in silico models to foster the design of 
innovative tools supporting mobility in daily life and discuss significant challenges underneath. Possible 
examples will come from the field of therapeutic/prosthetic devices, and digital biomarkers discovery. 
 
08/09/2020 12:00-13:30 - Infection disease applications 
The main target of biomedical world when dealing with an infection disease is to understand its biological 
dynamics and to find a way to cure it. The lecture will provide a general overview of infection disease 
modelling dynamics, the strong involvement of the immune system modelling and an agnostic view of the 
main types of mathematical methodologies to model, with different perspective and targets, applications that 
help in the understanding and cure of infectious diseases. Lastly, it will be presented the computational 
framework of the EC funded STriTuVaD project as a working example. 
 
08/09/2020 14:00-15:30 - In Silico Alternatives to Animal experimentation 
Currently the journey of a new pharmacological product from the discovery of molecules until entering the 
market is very long and expensive.  New interventions are first tested in vitro with cell cultures and then in 
vivo in animal models (usually two models are required to pass the approval of the regulatory bodies, the 
mouse being the most used one). Surprisingly, only 20% of the interventions that are successful in animals 
are then successful in patients during the most expensive phase of the assessment in clinical trials. 
Musculoskeletal diseases affect dramatically the quality of life of patients in our ageing society, with impact 
similar to those of cancer and cardiovascular diseases. In particular, there are no pharmacological 
interventions for osteoarthritis or bone metastases, and those available for osteoporosis do not work for every 
patient and are very expensive.  
Finally, there are increasing ethical concerns in the usage of animal in research and it is important to think 
about possible ways of replacing, refining and reducing (3Rs) their usage. In this lecture I will show how in 
silico approaches can be used to improve the assessment of the effect of interventions and to reach the 3Rs in 
musculoskeletal research.  After proper introduction of the motivations of these studies, the following 
research topics will be presented in the lecture: longitudinal high-resolution micro-computed tomography 
(microCT) imaging approaches for measuring the effect of induced accelerated bone resorption (model of 
osteoporosis) and combined bone anabolic interventions (mechanical loading and pharmacological 
treatment);  development, verification and validation of finite element models for the non-invasive 
assessment of the mechanical properties of the mouse tibia, typical peripheral site for the assessment of 
musculoskeletal diseases and interventions; bone remodelling algorithms for the prediction of bone 
remodelling over time driven by mechanical and biochemical stimuli and their validation against 
longitudinal in vivo microCT images; finally a parallel between preclinical and clinical applications will be 
presented to highlight the applicability of these approaches in clinical research in the future. 
 
08/09/2020 15:30-17:00 Tissue Engineering applications 
The third category of medical products, besides medical devices and drugs, is that of the Advanced 
Therapeutic Medicinal Products (ATMPs).  ATMPs are medicines for human use that are based on genes, 
tissues or cells and be classified into three main types (EMA definition): 

- gene therapy medicines: use of recombinant genes; 
- somatic-cell therapy medicines: cell/tissues not intended to be used for the same essential functions 

in the body, used to cure, diagnose or prevent diseases; 
- tissue-engineered medicines: contain cells or tissues that have been modified so they can be used to 

repair, regenerate or replace human tissue.  This category will be the focus of the lecture. 



Despite Regenerative Medicine in general and Tissue Engineering (TE) in particular being branded as having 
the potential to emerge as a major growth driver of global economy, there is currently only a limited number 
of ATMPs available in the market. This is due to, amongst others, issues with variability of products, lack of 
(automated) manufacturing strategies and economic difficulties. Driven by technological advances in the 
fields of medical devices and pharmaceutics, the TE field is now increasingly exploring the use of enabling 
technologies such as computer modelling and simulation.  This lecture will provide an overview of a number 
of challenges faced by the TE field and the possible role for computer modelling to tackle those challenges. 
The examples provided will be taken from all phases of the TE R&D pipeline, from stem cell culture, over 
biomaterial and bioprocess design to the prediction of in vivo outcomes. 
 
08/09/2020 17:00-18:30 Oncological Applications of Computational Modelling 
Cancer related diseases are a major course of morbidity and mortality worldwide, accounting for more than a 
quarter of all deaths in the EU in 2015. Cancer itself is a very diverse disease, resulting from a vast array of 
gene mutations and with different characteristics, even within the same affected organ. Complex interactions 
across multiple spatial and temporal scales from the gene, protein, cell and organ, with a dynamically 
changing tumour microenvironment, contribute to the challenge in developing computational models of 
tumour systems. Further obstacles arise from the difficulties in obtaining data in order to either inform or 
validate such models. 
In spite of these challenges, the development of computational models of generic or specific tumour related 
systems is an active research field. Mechanistic models aim to capture key biological mechanisms relating to 
cells and interactions with their neighbours and the wider microenvironment during tumour development and 
growth, with the ultimate aim of predicting outcomes in terms of tumour progression or response to various 
treatments. This lecture will present a selection of some of the main themes associated with this field of 
research, focussing on models at the cellular and tissue scale. The way that space and biological entities are 
represented varies between models, and approaches based on different paradigms, including continuum, 
lattice- and individual-, or agent-based will be introduced. Generic models capturing the universal concepts 
associated with tumour growth will be presented, as well as examples relating to organ-specific cancer. 
 
09/09/2020 09:00-11:00 - The regulatory context 
After an initial resistance, the recommendations towards in silico trials by the United States Congress (2015) 
and the European Parliament (2016) towards their respective regulators, opened the concrete possibility for 
the biomedical industry to use computational methods for demonstrating the safety and efficacy of a new 
product. The lecture will introduce the regulatory issues and barriers that in silico trials are facing with. A 
critical overview of the most important milestones that the main regulatory agencies (EMA and FDA) 
reached will be also discussed. An educated guess and an overview of the points one has to be facing with 
should decide to submit a qualification procedure to regulatory authorities will be also sketched and 
discussed. Finally, as a working example, the process followed by UISS-TB to obtain qualification advice 
(and opinion if we will reach this goal) will be described and commented. 
 
09/09/2020 11:00-13:00 Visions of the future: threats and opportunities 
At the end of this intense programme, the Director of the school will wrap up provide a series of points of 
reflection, based on the learning points provided during the school, framed in term of threats and 
opportunities that the use of in silico trials can pose for your company. At the end we will ask each 
participant to revise the SWOT analysis they did the first day, to see how the school changed their perception 
about these new methodologies.  



THE FACULTY 
 
MARCO VICECONTI  
Professor of Industrial Bioengineering, Department of Industrial Engineering 
Alma Mater Studiorum – University of Bologna (IT) 
Email: marco.viceconti@unibo.it Tel: +39 349 6307702 
 
Prof Marco Viceconti is Full Professor at the University of Bologna, and Director of 
the Medical Technology Lab, at the Istituto Ortopedico Rizzoli, the most prestigious 
orthopaedic hospital in Italy. He has published over 400 papers (Google Scholar H-
index=58) and serves as reviewer for many international funding agencies and peer-
reviewed journals.  Since 2005 his main focus has been the development and widespread adoption of 
modelling and simulation in healthcare.  Co-author of the first white paper on the Virtual Physiological 
Human (VPH), coordinator of the STEP action and first author of the Europhysiome Research Roadmap, 
founder and first director of the VPH Institute, coordinator of the Avicenna action, and first Author of the 
Avicenna roadmap on in silico trials, founder and board member of the Avicenna Alliance. In 2012 he 
started the Insigneo Institute for in silico Medicine at the university of Sheffield (UK), the largest research 
institute in Europe entirely dedicated to in silico medicine.  He directed Insigneo until 2018, when he 
returned to his home country with a special chair assigned by the Ministry of Research to Italians working 
abroad and considered of International prestige.  Fellow of the UK Royal Academy of Engineering, he is 
currently one of 25 members of the World Council of Biomechanics.   
For further information: 

• https://www.unibo.it/sitoweb/marco.viceconti/en  
 
 
FRANCESCO PAPPALARDO 
Professor of Computer Science, Dipartimento di Scienze del Farmaco 
University of Catania (IT) 
Email: francesco.pappalardo@unict.it  Tel: +39 095 7384223 
 
Francesco Pappalardo is a Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in Computer Science. He 
was a visiting researcher at the Molecular Immunogenetics Labs, IMGT in 
Montpellier (France), and visiting researcher at the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute in 
Boston (USA). Currently he holds the position of professor of Computer Science at 
the Department of Drug Sciences, University of Catania, where he is also Deputy Director of the 
Department. Since 2016, he is visiting professor at the Boston University and Health Informatics Research 
Lab, Computer Science Department. Prof Pappalardo published more than 110 papers in computational 
biomedicine, and he is exploring the fascinating world of in silico trials and related regulatory issues.  
For further information: 

• www.francescopappalardo.net 
• www.combine-group.org  

 
 
MIGUEL A. JUÁREZ 
Lecturer of Statistics, School of Mathematics and Statistics and Insigneo institute 
University of Sheffield (UK) 
Email: m.juarez@sheffield.ac.uk   Tel: +44 1142 223 908 
 
Before joining the university of Sheffield as faculty, I was a research fellow in the 
Department of Statistics and the Warwick Systems Biology Centre at the University of Warwick.  I hold a 



BSc in Actuarial Science, MSc in Economics and PhD in Mathematical Sciences.  I have industry experience 
in insurance and market research. I am interested in Bayesian hierarchical modelling for panel and 
longitudinal data, in particular to address problems in econometrics and biology. I am currently involved in 
the H2020 project STriTuVaD, working on models that integrate computer simulations with clinical trials in 
order to reduce their length and size.  
I am working on models for the analysis of super-resolution microscopy images. I am developing shrinkage 
priors for variable selection. I have devised mixture models capable of accommodating skewness and non-
Gaussian tail behaviour in econometrics. I have been involved in developing models for systems biology as 
well, specifically trying to understand gene regulatory networks. I am also interested in objective Bayesian 
methods and their relationship with measures of information. 
For further information: 

• http://majuarez.staff.shef.ac.uk/  
 
ENRICO DALL’ARA 
Senior lecturer, department of oncology & metabolism and Insigneo institute  
University of Sheffield (UK) 
Email: e.dallara@sheffield.ac.uk  Tel: +44 114 215 9079 
 
Enrico Dall’Ara holds a degree in mechanical engineering from the University of Bologna 
and a PhD in biomechanics from the Vienna University of Technology. His research activities focus on 
musculoskeletal biomechanics with the aim of improving current preclinical and clinical assessment of 
diseases and interventions through the characterization of tissues with a combination of experimental, 
imaging and computational approaches. Once of his main research topics is the development and validation 
of computational models, mainly subject specific finite element models, for the non-invasive assessment of 
the biomechanical properties of bones from medical images. He is in the council of the European Society of 
Biomechanics (ESB), in the executive board of the Italian chapter of the ESB and he is the President of the 
UK Chapter of the Virtual Physiological Human institute (VPHi). He has authored 60 papers in international 
peer reviewed journals and over 100 contributions to international conferences.  
For further information: 

• https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/oncology-metabolism/staff/enricodallara  
 
 
DAWN WALKER 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Computer Science and Insigneo institute 
University of Sheffield (UK) 
Email: d.c.walker@sheffield.ac.uk   Tel: +44 114 222 1914 
 
Dr Dawn Walker completed a BSc in Physics from the University of Durham, and a Ph.D. in Medical 
Physics at the University of Sheffield, UK. As a post-doctoral researcher working in Computational 
Modelling of Biological tissues, she moved to the Complex Systems group in the Department of Computer 
Science in Sheffield, where she was awarded an RCUK Academic Fellowship in 2005, becoming a lecturer 
in 2010 and s senior lecturer in 2014. She is a member of the Insigneo Institute of in silico Medicine - 
Europe’s largest research institute dedicated entirely to the development, validation, and use of in silico 
medicine technologies. 
Her primary research interest is the application of computational modelling methods, focussing on 
simulating the emergent outcomes of cellular interactions in biological tissues. She has experience in the 
application of a number of modelling paradigms including individual (agent)-based modelling, and 
numerical based methods including differential equation-based modelling of signalling cascades, and finite 
element-based modelling of bioelectric phenomena. She has been involved in a number of EU funded 
projects focussing on developing complex models and/or software for simulation in biomedicine including 
CoAST (2008), CHIC (2013) and PRIMAGE (2018), as well as obtaining funding as PI from UK-based 
charities AR-UK and Wellcome Trust. 



For further information: 
• https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/dcs/people/academic/dwalker 

  
FRANCESCO MIGLIAVACCA 
Full Professor of Industrial Bioengineering, department Giulio Natta 
Politecnico di Milano (IT) 
Email: francesco.migliavacca@polimi.it  Tel: +39 0223994316 
 
Francesco Migliavacca obtained a MSc in Mechanical Engineering in 1992 and a PhD in 
Bioengineering in 1997 both from Politecnico di Milano. He worked as a Research Assistant at the 
Cardiothoracic Unit of Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children in London in 1994 and 1997-99. At 
present he is a Full Professor of Bioengineering in the Department of Chemistry, Materials and Chemical 
Engineering ‘Giulio Natta’ of Politecnico di Milano. From 2007 to 2017 he was the Director of the 
Laboratory of Biological Structure Mechanics (LaBS) of the Politecnico di Milano. His major research 
activities have included the fluid dynamic optimization of paediatric cardiac surgery procedures, fluid 
dynamics in the living systems as well as structural analysis and material behaviour of biomedical devices, in 
particular intravascular stents. He has been and is involved in funded researches from the European 
Commission, the Foundation Leducq and public and private Italian National programs. He has published 
over 300 papers (Google Scholar H-index=54). He received the medal 'Le Scienze 2001' in Engineering and 
was awarded the European Society of Biomechanics Perren Award in 2004. He is Associate Editor of the 
peer-reviewed journals ‘Cardiovascular Engineering and Technology’ and ‘Frontiers in Pediatric 
Cardiology’. 
For further information: 

• https://www.cmic.polimi.it/dipartimento/persone/personale-docente/migliavacca-francesco/ 
• https://www4.ceda.polimi.it/manifesti/manifesti/controller/ricerche/RicercaPerDocentiPublic.do?EV

N_DIDATTICA=evento&n_docente=migliavacca&k_doc=108079&lang=EN&aa=2019&tab_ricerc
a=2 

 
 
PINAKI BHATTACHARYA 
Lecturer in Solid Biomechanics, Department of Mechanical Engineering 
University of Sheffield (UK) 
Email: p.bhattacharya@sheffield.ac.uk  Tel: +44 (0) 1142 220 156 
 
Pinaki Bhattacharya obtained a PhD in Mechanical Engineering from Purdue University (West Lafayette, 
USA) in 2012, researching the biomechanics of vocal cords during speech. This work was recognised by an 
award from Dassault Systémes Simulia Inc, an industry-leading vendor of computer-aided engineering 
software solutions. Over the last 15 years, he has made contributions at the cutting-edge of research in fields 
ranging from classical fluid mechanics to solid mechanics and fluid–structure interaction in biomedical 
applications. At the University of Sheffield, his research is affiliated to the Insigneo Institute for in silico 
Medicine and to the Mellanby Centre for Bone Research in the Medical School. His group is developing 
simulation technologies that can potentially achieve a transformative impact on healthcare, such as through 
accurate and early prediction of 10-year risk of hip fracture, accurate determination of efficacy of combined 
interventions to reduce such risk, accurate and efficient characterisation of joint mechanics from biomedical 
images. As a member of the Osteoporosis and Bone Research Academy, Dr Bhattacharya advises the Royal 
Osteoporosis Society (UK) charity in identifying research needed to end osteoporosis. 
 
For further information: 

• https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/mecheng/staff/pbhattacharya 
 
 



 
MICHELA MILANO 
Professor of Artificial Intelligence, at the Department of Computer Science and 
Engineering 
Alma Mater Studiorum – University of Bologna (IT) 
Email: michela.milano@unibo.it Tel: +390512093790 
 
Michela Milano is full professor is Deputy President of the European Association of Artificial Intelligence 
(EurAI) and past Executive Councillor of the Association for the Advancements of Artificial Intelligence 
(AAAI), past member of the Executive Committee of the Association for Constraint Programming and of the 
Italian Association of Artificial Intelligence. Her research activity concerns Artificial Intelligence with 
particular focus on decision support and optimization systems covering both theoretical and practical aspects 
in application fields as energy, mobility, computing, policy making and sustainability. In this field Michela 
Milano has achieved international visibility and has collaborations with many research groups and 
companies. She is Editor in Chief of the Constraints Journal, Area Editor of Constraint Programming Letters 
in the area of Search and past Area Editor of INFORMS Journal on Computing in the area Logic, Constraint 
and Optimization, member of the Editorial Board of ACM Computing Surveys for the area of Artificial 
Intelligence. She has edited two collections on hybrid optimization, and she is author of more than 150 
papers on peer reviewed international conferences and journals. On these topics Michela Milano has given 
many tutorials and keynote speech in in the major international conferences on Artificial Intelligence. She 
coordinated many European, Italian and regional projects and she is responsible of collaborations with 
industries. In 2016 she has been the recipient of the Google Faculty Research Award on the use of deep 
network in combinatorial optimization. 
For further information: 

• https://www.unibo.it/sitoweb/michela.milano/en  
 
 
MARIANO VÁZQUEZ  
Research Team Leader, Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC-CNS), Spain 
CTO and co-founder of ELEM Biotech, Spain. 
Email: mariano.vazquez@bsc.es  Tel: +34 610 233 733 
 
Mariano Vázquez, PhD. MV is co-founder, president and CTO of ELEM Biotech. Besides, since 2005 MV 
has co-leaded the Alya Project in the Barcelona Supercomputing Center, in Spain. Alya is the in-house 
parallel multi-physics simulation tool, which currently involves around 40 researchers and developers. Alya 
is specifically designed to run efficiently in supercomputers, being capable of simulating problems of the 
greatest complexity. His main research lines fall within Computational Science, such as Computational 
Biomechanics (particularly Solid Mechanics of organic tissue and Electrophysiology) at organ and system 
level. Following these lines, the team develops Alya Red, a simulation tool to study the cardiovascular and 
respiratory systems targeted to biomedical researchers in academia, medical devices sector and 
pharmaceutical industry. Infarction, ageing, aneurisms rupture risk, arrhythmias, stent design or drug 
delivery are among the topics where such a tool can become a decisive help.  

For further information: 
• https://elem.bio  
• http://es.linkedin.com/in/jazzquezz  

 
LORENZO CHIARI 
Professor of Biomedical Engineering, Department of Electrical, Electronic, and 
Information Engineering “Guglielmo Marconi” 
Alma Mater Studiorum – University of Bologna (IT) 
Email: lorenzo.chiari@unibo.it  Tel: +39 051 20 9 3095 



 
Lorenzo Chiari is Full Professor of Biomedical Engineering and leads the Personal Health Systems Lab at 
the University of Bologna. He is currently the Director of the Health Sciences and Technologies 
Interdepartmental Center for Industrial Research at UNIBO; Chair of the Working Group “Innovative 
technologies for health in aging (including robotics)” established by the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
and the Department of State in the framework of the USA-Italy Joint Commission on Science and 
Technology Cooperation; Chair of the Value-chain “Smart and Active Living, inclusive services and USable 
TECHnologies” within the Health and Wellbeing Clust-ER PPP Association. He has worked as an external 
consultant/reviewer for DGCONNECT, NASA, ESA, NHS, MRC, and the Italian Ministry for University & 
Research. He is a co-founder and co-chair of the European Falls Festival since its first edition in 2015. He 
conducts his research in the field of biomedical engineering and biomedical signal processing. His research 
interests are directed, in particular, to active and healthy ageing, movement analysis and physical activity 
monitoring with wearable sensors, subjects’ empowerment through digital solutions, homecare and tele-
rehabilitation, and digital biomarkers discovery. He has been the PI of several EU projects, one of which 
(FARSEEING) has been selected by the EC as one of the top 3 most influential and high-impact projects of 
the last decade in the field of ICT for Active and Healthy Ageing, and the most successful consortium 
leading to ground-breaking results to improve the understanding and management of falls. Author of more 
than 300 papers published on international journals, conference proceedings and book chapters, he is a 
member of the Editorial Board of the journals “Sensors” (section Intelligent Sensors) and “Frontiers in 
Neurology” (section Movement Disorders). 
For further information: 

• https://www.unibo.it/sitoweb/lorenzo.chiari/en 
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Liesbet Geris is Collen-Francqui Research Professor in Biomechanics and 
Computational Tissue Engineering at the university of Liège and KU Leuven in Belgium.  Her research 
focusses on the multi-scale and multi-physics modelling of biological processes. Together with her team and 
their clinical and industrial collaborators, she uses these models to investigate the aetiology of non-healing 
fractures, to design in silico potential cell-based treatment strategies and to optimize manufacturing 
processes of these tissue engineering constructs. Liesbet is scientific coordinator of the Prometheus platform 
for Skeletal Tissue Engineering (50+ researchers). She has edited several books on computational modelling 
and tissue engineering. She has received 2 prestigious ERC grants (starting in 2011 and consolidator in 
2017) to finance her research and has received a number of young investigator and research awards. In 2018, 
she was awarded the honorary citizenship of the city of Liège. She is a former member and chair of the 
Young Academy of Belgium (Flanders) and member of the strategic alliance committee of the Tissue 
Engineering and Regenerative Medicine Society. She is the current executive director of the Virtual 
Physiological Human Institute and in that capacity, she advocates the use of in silico modelling in healthcare 
through liaising with the clinical community, the European Commission and Parliament, regulatory agencies 
(EMA, FDA) and various other stakeholders. Besides her research work, she is often invited to give public 
lectures on the challenges of interdisciplinary in research, women in academia and digital healthcare. 
For further information: 

• http://www.biomech.ulg.ac.be/  



 


